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ANALYZING LOGIC PROGRAMS USING 
"PROP"-OSITIONAL LOGIC PROGRAMS 
AND A MAGIC WAND 
MICHAEL CODISH AND BART DEMOEN 
I> This paper illustrates the role of a class of "prop"-ositional logic programs 
in the analysis of complex properties of logic programs. Analyses are 
performed by abstracting Prolog programs to corresponding "prop"- 
ositional logic programs which approximate the original programs and 
have finite meanings. We focus on a groundness analysis which is equiva- 
lent to that obtained by abstract interpretation using the domain Prop. 
The main contribution is in the ease in which a highly efficient implemen- 
tation of the analysis is obtained. The implementation is bottom-up and 
provides approximations of a program's uccess patterns. Goal-dependent 
information such as callpatterns i  obtained using a magic-set transforma- 
tion. A novel compositional pproach is applied so that call patterns for 
arbitrary goals are derived in a precise and efficient way. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Groundness analysis is one of the more important analyses for logic programs. The 
knowledge that a given program variable will always be bound to a ground term is 
useful for a wide range of applications on its own, such as deriving modes and 
optimization unification. In addition, it is useful for improving the precision of 
many other types of analysis. For example, in sharing analysis, we wish to deter- 
mine if two (or more) program variables will ever be bound to terms which share a 
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common variable. The information that a variable will always be bound to a ground 
term clearly implies that it never shares with other variables. 
In this paper, we describe an efficient and simple implementation of a 
semantic-based groundness analysis for logic programs. The analysis we implement 
is not new. It is known to be one of the more precise static groundness analyses 
described in the literature. Moreover, it has recently been found to be one of the 
more efficient analyses of its type [27, 13]. Our main contribution is in the 
simplicity of our approach and in the ease in which we obtain an efficient and 
precise analysis. 
The framework of abstract interpretation [15] provides the basis for a semantic 
approach to dataflow analysis. A program analysis is viewed as a nonstandard, 
abstract semantics defined over a domain of data descriptions. An abstract seman- 
tics is constructed by replacing operations in a suitable concrete semantics with 
corresponding abstract operations defined on data descriptions. Program analyses 
are defined by providing finitely computable abstract interpretations which pre- 
serve interesting aspects of program behavior. Formal justification of program 
analyses is reduced to proving conditions on the relation between data and data 
descriptions and on the elementary operations defined on the data descriptions. 
The domain Prop of propositional formulae is proposed in [30, 14] and further 
discussed in [31] as a means to describe substitutions and as a basis for groundness 
analysis defined in terms of abstract interpretation. A similar domain of depen- 
dency formulae is introduced in [16]. For example, the formula X A Y describes any 
substitution which binds both X and Y to ground terms. Likewise, X,~, (Y A Z) 
describes those substitutions any instance of which binds X to a ground term if 
and only if Y and Z are bound to ground terms, and (XA Y) VZ describes 
substitutions for which any instance grounds either X and Y, or Z. Other analyses 
involving the domain Prop include various applications for suspension analysis 
described in [11] and simple type analyses described in [13]. A nontrivial applica- 
tion for polymorphic type analysis is described in [9]. 
In this paper, we focus on groundness analysis as captured by abstract interpre- 
tation using the domain Prop. We apply an approach in which a program is 
analyzed by applying a concrete semantics to an abstraction of the program itself. 
This technique is referred to as abstract ompilation i [24] and originates from an 
idea presented in [17]. A similar approach is applied in [22] where analyses are 
defined in terms of regular approximations of programs. Also related are [23] and 
[12] which describe, respectively, the bottom-up and top-down evaluation of con- 
straint logic programs on finite domains as a means to obtain analyses for 
(constraint) logic programs. In contrast o the analyses described in [24] and [17], 
the abstractions suggested in [22, 23, 12] as well as that proposed here can formally 
be viewed as abstracting the individual syntactic structures occurring in a program. 
For example, our abstract programs do not explicitly perform tabulation, least 
upper bounds, or projections which are not present in concrete programs. In fact, 
our analyses are obtained by evaluating the minimal model of suitable abstract 
programs, and not by executing the abstract he minimal model of suitable abstract 
programs, and not by executing the abstract program as in the case of [24] and [17]. 
From a theoretical perspective, abstracting a program's yntax and applying a 
concrete semantics i equivalent to abstract interpretation, asthe domain of a logic 
program is determined from its syntax. Hence, the abstraction on programs induces 
an abstraction on the domain of interpretation. 
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In our case, analyses are guaranteed to terminate as programs are abstracted 
into Datalog programs which are equipped with an interpretation of the proposi- 
tional connectives. 1 Such programs are well suited to express and analyze proper- 
ties in terms of propositional formulae on the set of variables occurring in a 
program. For example, the following definitions provide an interpretation of 
and(X, Y, Z) and or(X, Y, Z) which correspond to the disjunctive normal forms of 
the propositional formulae (X/x Y) ~ Z and (X v Y) ~, Z, respectively. 
and(true,true,true). 
Land(true,false,false). 
Land(false,true,false). 
and(false,false,false). 
or(true,true,true). 
or(false,true,true). 
or(true,false,true). 
or(false, false, false). 
The "prop"-ositional goal append(X, Y, Z), and(X, Y, Z'), or( Z', Z, true) is inter- 
preted as specifying a call of the form append(t~, t2, t 3) in which t I and t 2 are 
ground or t 3 is ground. 
The analyses described in this paper are bottom-up, although it is not difficult o 
also perform top-down analyses. We show that the meaning M(P) of a logic 
program P is approximated by the finitely computable meaning M(P ~) of a 
corresponding "prop"-ositional logic program P'< Moreover, the answers for 
arbitrary goals are approximated by solving (descriptions of) initial goals into 
M(P#). Bottom-up semantics for logic programs do not capture the set of calls 
which arise in the computation of an initial goal. However, transformation tech- 
niques such as the magic-set method (e.g., [1]) can be applied to capture call 
patterns using bottom-up semantics. These techniques, originally developed to 
optimize database applications, have proven useful in the context of program 
analysis (see [6] for a list of references). The basic idea is that, for a given program 
P and goal G, the meaning of the transformed program magic(P; G) reflects both 
calls and answers for G and P. We apply a novel technique to provide efficient 
implementation f analyses based on magic-set transformations. The key idea is 
to partition a transformed program magic(P; G) into two components: a goal- 
independent module--which is determined by the program P, and a goal- 
dependent moduleIwhich is determined from G. The meaning of a magic pro- 
gram is then evaluated by composing the meanings of the individual components 
using a similar approach to that described in [3, 4]. Consequently, analyses for 
different goals with. the same program avoid recomputing information which 
concerns only the program-dependent component. Moreover, our experiments 
indicate that compositionality mproves the efficiency of the analyses even for one 
initial goal. 
The proposed analysis has been fully implemented in Prolog. Experimental 
results are consistent with other recent results [27, 13] which indicate that analyses 
based on propositional formulae are precise and efficient in spite of their potential 
theoretical complexity. Of particular interest is the high efficiency in which call 
patterns for arbitrary initial goals are derived. Moreover, the efficiency of our 
Prolog implementation is comparable with the C implementations described in [27, 
13] which apply advanced techniques in the representation f propositional formu- 
1Not o be confused with PropositionalHorn Formulae (see, for example, [18]) in which all predicates 
are propositional. 
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lae and in the evaluation of least fixed points. We do note that these implementa- 
tions are more general than that of our groundness dependency analyzer. However, 
our approach is extremely simple to implement, and is not restricted to the analysis 
presented in this paper. Recent results illustrate its application to a nontrivial 
polymorphic type analysis [9]. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section opens with an 
intuitive example which illustrates the basic idea of our approach. Section 3 sets 
the notational conventions used throughout and describes several background 
issues. Section 4 formalizes our groundness analysis, and Section 5 describes its 
implementation and an experimental evaluation indicating good precision and 
reasonable analysis times for large programs. Section 6 gives a conclusion. The 
Appendix provides the formal justification of selected theorems from Section 4. A 
preliminary version of this paper appeared in [8]. 
2. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
Figure 1 illustrates the transformation from a Prolog program to a Datalog 
program: on the left, the classical naive-reverse program (in a suitable normal 
form); on the right, the corresponding "prop"-ositional logic program. The predi- 
cates iff(X, X 1 . . . . .  X n) (n >_ 0) specify the propositional formulae X ~ (X 1 A -.. A 
X n) with the intended interpretation that X is ground if and only if {X 1 . . . . .  X,} 
are ground. For example, a unification of the form xs= [×l×s]-] in a Prolog 
program is replaced by a predicate ±f f  (×s ,×,xs l )  which specifies that Xs is 
ground if and only if X and Xsl are ground. Similarly, a unification of the form 
×s= [ ] in a Prolog program is replaced by a predicate ±f f  (×s) which specifies 
that Xs is definitely bound to a ground term. 
reverse(Xs  ,Ys) *-- 
Xs= I"1, 
Ys= D.  
reverse(Xs ,Ys )  ,--- 
I s  = [ l lXs l ] ,  
reverse( I s  1 ,Ys l ) ,  
t : I x ] ,  
append(Ys l  ,A ,Ys ) .  
append( l s ,Ys ,Zs )  *--- 
I s  = D,  
¥s  = Zs. 
append( l s ,Ys ,Zs )  ,--- 
I s  = [XlXsl], 
Zs = Cx lzs l ] ,  
append( l s l ,Ys ,Zs l ) .  
reverse(Xs ,Ys)  ~- 
i~(Xs) ,  
if~CYs). 
reverse(Xs ,Ys)  ~-  
i~f(Xs,X,Xsl), 
reverse(Xs l ,Ys l ) ,  
append(Ys l , l , Ys ) .  
append(Xs ,Ys ,Zs )  ~-- 
i f f(Xs),  
if~(Ys,Zs). 
append(Xs ,Ys ,Zs )  ,-- 
iff(Xs,X,Xsl), 
iffCZs,X,Zsl), 
append(Xs1 ,Ys ,Zs l ) .  
i f f  (Zz~e,true,trQe). i f f ( tz~e) .  
i f f  ( false,  tz~e, false).  
i f f ( fa lse, fa lse,tznze) ,  if~(tzlze,~z~ze). 
i f~ (false,  false, false),  i f f  (false, fa lse).  
FIGURE 1. Corresponding logic and "prop"-ositional logic programs. 
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% reverso(X,¥) ;  I ~* Y 7, appoad(X,Y,7.); (X A Y) ~* Z 
revers • ( t rue,  true ) .  append (~;rue, ~rue, true ). 
reverse ( fo2se,  fa l se ) ,  append(~ruo, fa l se ,  fa l se ) .  
alrpond( fo2se ,  't;ruo, fa l se  ). 
append ( fa l se ,  fa l se ,  fa l se ) .  
FIGURE 2. Concrete semantics for abstract naive-reverse. 
The minimal model of the "prop"-ositional version of naive-reverse is illustrated 
in Figure 2. It is finitely computable and equivalent o the groundness formula 
obtained in [16], as well as to the abstract interpretation of the original Prolog 
program over the domain Prop [27]. The answers for an arbitrary initial goal, for 
instance G = reverse([1,2,3],Y), are approximated by solving the corresponding 
"prop"-ositional goal G '~ = reverse(true, Y)  with the facts in Figure 2. In this case, 
the answer binds Y to true, indicating that the answer of the Prolog query binds Y 
to a ground term. 
The seven-clause Prolog program depicted in Figure 3 illustrates the main 
principle of our implementation. This simple interpreter can be applied to evaluate 
the minimal model of any (finitary) logic program. Each clause h ~ b 1 . . . . .  b n in the 
input program is represented as a fact of the form 
my_clause(h, (fact( b 1 ) . . . . .  fact(bn)))  
which is added to the clauses in Figure 3. Initially, only fact(true) is known. New 
facts derived by an iteration of the predicate tp/O are asserted to the program if 
their variants are not already there. The evaluation is initiated by the query 
?- ±tera~e_tp  which leaves the nonground minimal model of the program in the 
Prolog database. 
The rest of this paper formalizes an analysis based on the program abstraction 
illustrated in Figure 1. The actual implementation is based on the program 
transformation i duced by the interpreter given in Figure 3. Moreover, we illus- 
tp 
rny_cla.se( H , B), call(B), 
cond_assert(fact( It) ), fail. 
iterate_tp .--- tp, fail. 
iterate_tp ,--- 
database_changed, retractall( database_changed), 
iterate.tp. 
cond_assert( G) .-- in_database(G), !.
cond_assert( G) ,-- assert(G), tonal-assert(database_changed). 
in_database(G) , -  
.~.ctor( G, N, A), ~.aor (  B, N, A), 
call(B), variant(B, G), !. 
/,ct(t,-,e). 
FIGURE 3. Simple Prolog interpreter for bottom-up evaluation. 
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trate how call patterns for a given program also can be derived for arbitrary initial 
goals in a goal-independent way. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Syntax: We assume the standard notation for logic programs as defined in [29]. A 
tuple of distinct variables is sometimes denoted ~. We often refer to a term of the 
form f(~) where f is an n-ary function symbol as a "fiat term". We distinguish the 
syntax of concrete and abstract programs. Concrete programs involve a first-order 
language with a fixed vocabulary of predicate symbols, function symbols, and 
variables denoted II, 2, and Var, respectively. For abstract programs, we assume 
the fixed vocabulary Hprop, 2p,op, Var where 2p,op = {true, false} and Hprop = II u 
{iff/nln > 0}. For all practical purposes, we may assume that {iff/nln >_ 0} is finite 
and disjoint from II. The sets of terms and atoms which may occur in concrete and 
abstract programs are denoted Term, Atom and Terms, Atom~, respectively. 
Elements of Term~ and Atom~ are referred to as "prop"-ositional terms and 
"prop"-ositional toms, respectively. Sequences of atoms and sequences of "prop"- 
ositional atoms are denoted Atom* and Atom~, respectively. We write body :: goals 
to denote the concatenation of ("prop"-ositional) atom sequences body and goals. 
The set of idempotent substitutions from Var to Term is denoted Sub and 
defined as usual. Propositional substitutions are truth assignments on Var. These 
may be viewed as partial mappings from Var to  ~prop (with finite support), and like 
substitutions are extended to apply to other syntactic objects. The set of proposi- 
tional substitutions is denoted Sub~. The empty (propositional) substitution is 
denoted e. Assuming the standard ordering on substitutions, we let 0' < 0 denote 
that 0 is more general than 0'. We often view (propositional) substitutions as sets 
of equations in solved form. The correspondence is well known (see, for example, 
[26]). The conjunction of propositional substitutions i defined as their union, if 
well defined. The conjunction of sets of propositional substitutions i defined in the 
natural way. A set, E of propositional substitutions i associated with a correspond- 
ing propositional formula prop= defined by 
prop=- = V A x = ~(x) .  
~=~ x~dom(~) 
Note that for any set ~. of propositional substitutions: prop=_ = V~ ~ =- prop~tr 
Example. Let .~ denote the following set of propositional substitutions. 
= = {x ~false, y ~true},  . 
{ x ~ false, y ~ false} 
Then 
prop=- ( x Ay) V ( ~ xA y) V ( ~x A ~y) 
-~ X --> y .  
We restrict our attention to definite logic programs which are defined as usual, 
and assume a standard subset of Prolog built-ins (excluding dynamic predicates 
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such as assert and retract). Similarly, "prop"-ositional logic programs consist of 
clauses involving "prop"-ositional atoms. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that logic programs are in a normal form such that: (1) each of the atoms and 
built-ins occurring in a program clause is of the form p(~); and (2) all explicit 
unifications are of the form x =y or x = t(y) where x, y are variables and t(~) is a 
"flat" term. The use of normal forms of this type is standard practice in many 
program analysis and transformation tools. See, for example, [5]. Finally, if P is a 
logic program and s is a syntactic object, then C <% P denotes a clause C from P 
which is renamed apart from s. 
Semantics: Our analyses are formalized and implemented in terms of a stan- 
dard, immediate consequences operator, Te, the least fixed point of which provides 
the minimal model of a program P. This semantics is applied to "prop"-ositional 
logic programs for which the corresponding least fixed points are guaranteed to be 
finite. For concrete programs, we require a more expressive semantics which 
enables us to reason also about answer substitutions for arbitrary goals. A natural 
choice is the s-semantics described in [19] which is defined in terms of a nonground 
Tp operator denoted here T v. The s-semantics has proven useful in the context of 
program analysis (see, for example, [2, 6]) due to the fact that it constitutes an 
appropriate bridge between the declarative concept of minimal model and the 
operational notion of answer substitutions. In the s-semantics, the meaning of a 
program P is a set of facts, often referred to as the nonground minimal model of P. 
Its ground instances are precisely the minimal model of P; and it determines 
precisely the answer substitutions for any initial goal to P. Intuitively, this means 
that for a program P and any goal G, the answers for G with P can be obtained by 
"solving" G in the (possibly infinite) nonground minimal model of P instead of in 
P. In the following, we show that the standard minimal model of a "prop"-ositional 
logic program P# approximates the nonground minimal model of the correspond- 
ing logic program P, hence providing an approximation of the answer substitutions 
for any goal to P. We abusively denote both standard and nonground minimal 
models of P by M(P). 
The Prop domain: In [14], the domain Prop of abstract substitutions i formal- 
ized as a Galois insertion denoted (Prop, 3",2suh, a). The domain consists of 
equivalence classes of propositional formulae constructed using the connectives 
, A, and v ordered by implication (to which the value false is added). In [14], 
the authors show that these are exactly the propositional formulae which are 
satisfiable by the unit assignment (i.e., which assigns all variables the value true.). 
Further technical details can be found in [14] and [32]. We review here the 
definitions required to formalize the concretization function 3, : Sub~ ~ 2 s"h which 
is applied when justifying our results. 
We say that a truth assignment ~: satisfies a propositional formula f denoted 
~: ~f  if fs c is a tautology. For groundness analysis, a substitution 0 is associated 
with a corresponding truth assignment assign o = Ax.ground(xO). 2 The function 3' is 
defined as 
3 ' ( f )  = {010' < O=assign o, ~f} .  
2The predicate ground(term) is true if and only if term is ground. 
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Example. Consider the propositional formula 
~= (XAY)~Z.  
The following substitutions are in y(~): 
O, = {Z ~, f (X ,Y)} ,  
0 e = {X~A,  Y~h(B) ,  Z ~,g(A,B)}, 
03={X~a,Y~b,Z~f(c,d)}. 
The substitution 
04={X~A,Y~C,Z~g(A ,B)}  
is not in y(q~) because the truth assignment of its instance 
{X~a,Y~C,Z  ~g(a ,b) ,}  
0~= A~a,B~b 
does not satisfy ~0. 
Magic-sets: The magic-set ransformation [1] and other related techniques uch 
as Alexander templates [34] originate as an optimization technique in the context 
of deductive databases. The common principle underlying these techniques is a 
transformational pproach in which an enhanced program magic(P; G) is derived 
from a given program P and goal G. The minimal model of the derived program is 
more efficient to compute and contains the information from M(P) which is 
relevant for the goal G. This same approach as proven useful in the context of 
program analysis because the minimal model of a transformed program magic(P; G) 
exhibits also information about the set of calls which arise in the computations 
of G. 
In this paper, we consider a slightly nonstandard magic-set ransformation 
defined as follows: let P be a logic program and G = gl . . . .  , gk an initial goal. The 
corresponding magic program is magic(P; G) = P u P. o Gj where 
G.r= {query-gi *--gl . . . . .  gi 1] 1 < i  <k}; and 
/ . . . . .  P~r = query_b i ~ query_h, b 1 ..... . 
<i<n 
The program magic(P; G) has the property that if p is a call in a computation of 
G with P (assuming a left-to-right computation rule), then query_p is in the 
nonground minimal model of magic(P; G). 
Example. Consider the program P consisting of the single clause 
p(X)  ~q(X) ,p ( f (X ) ) .  
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and the initial goal G =p(a). The corresponding transformed program is 
magic( P; G) = 
query_p (a). 
query_q(X) ~ query_p(X). 
query_p ( f (X )  ) ~ query_p (X) ,  q (X) .  
p (X)  * -q (X) ,p ( f (X ) ) .  
The (nonground) minimal model of magic(P; G) contains the two facts query_p(a) 
and query_q(a) reflecting the two calls p(a) and q(a) which arise in the computa- 
tion of G with P. Note that although G has no successful computations, the 
minimal model of the transformed program does contain facts corresponding to
possible queries. 
The reader familiar with the magic-set echnique will observe that we have 
forfeited the optimizations usually obtained by the magic-set technique. This is 
because we introduce the original program clauses into the transformed program 
instead of replacing each clause h ~bl,. . . ,b,,  ~P with a clause of the form 
h ~ query_h, b I ..... b,,. Consequently, M(magic(P; G)) includes all of the infor- 
mation in M(P) and its evaluation is no more efficient. However, it is this 
choice which enables us to apply a compositional pproach to introduce a goal- 
independent analysis for call patterns as described in Section 4. An additional 
observation regarding our choice is mentioned in [6] (Example 6.11) where the 
authors observe that the standard magic-set transformation i troduces ome de- 
gree of inaccuracy. Namely, the transformed program may indicate calls (and hence 
also answers) which do not occur in any execution of the given goal and program. 
In contrast, the transformation assumed here has been shown to specify precisely 
the calls and answers for the given initial goal. This result is referenced to 
J. Steiner ("personal communication") in [6]. 
4. "PROP"-OSITIONAL GROUNDNESS ANALYSIS 
This section formalizes our groundness analysis which is capable of providing two 
types of information: success patterns and call patterns. Success patterns constitute 
an approximation f a program's nonground minimal model, and can be applied to 
characterize the answer substitutions of an initial query. The analysis of success 
patterns is goal independent. I  does not involve any information about an initial 
query. Given the result of the analysis, a description of the answers for any initial 
query can be obtained very efficiently. Recall that the answers for a goal G with a 
program P are fully captured by solving G with the potentially infinite nonground 
minimal model of P. Similarly, the answers for G are approximated by solving a 
suitable abstract goal G # with the definitely finite nonground minimal model of a 
corresponding abstract program P#. 
Call patterns describe the set of calls which arise in the computations of a goal 
G with a program P. These can be applied, for example, to deriving mode 
declarations for a given program given some information regarding the modes of 
the potential initial queries. Contrary to common practice, we illustrate how this 
analysis can also be performed in a goal-independent manner. Call patterns for G 
with P are derived in our analysis by evaluating the minimal model of the 
abstraction of a corresponding transformed program magic(P; G). A compositional 
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semantics i applied to partition this task into goal-dependent and goal-indepen- 
dent components. As a consequence, goal-dependent analyses become very fast as 
--surprisingly enough--most of the work is done in the goal-independent phase. 
The analysis consists of two phases: (1) program abstraction, and (2) bottom-up 
evaluation. In case call patterns are desired, program abstraction involves an 
additional program transformation based on the magic-set approach. Figure 4 
illustrates the analyzer and its components. The input is a Prolog program P 
and an optional initial call pattern G #. The solid lines correspond to the goal- 
independent actions which involve only P. Two alternative types of information are 
provided: (1) a set M(P #) of facts which can be queried to approximate the 
answers for arbitrary initial goals; and (2) a set M,(P~) of binary clauses of the 
form query_b ~ query_h, which can be applied to provide the call patterns for 
arbitrary initial goals. The dotted lines correspond to goal-dependent actions which 
depend on the initial query description G #. Once the goal-independent phase 
(solid lines) has been completed, it can be applied to derive information for 
arbitrarily many initial call patterns (dotted lines) at almost no additional cost. 
The abstraction: To abstract a Prolog program P (or goal G) into a correspond- 
ing "prop"-ositional logic program P# (or goal G#), first, P (or G) is transformed 
to a normal form in which all of the atoms are of the form p(~), all built-ins 
involve distinct variables, and all unifications are explicit. The abstraction is then 
performed by replacing each of the built-ins in the normal form program by 
corresponding propositional predicates which are specified by suitable definitions. 
The abstraction describes the relation that exists between the arguments of a 
successful call to the built-in predicate. The unification predicate =-/2 introduced 
by the normalization process involves a call of the form X = t where l)ars(t)= 
{X 1 .. . . .  X,}. Such a call is transformed to a predicate i f f (X,X 1 .... .  Xn), the 
A 
I 
i 
i 
"22=,o. y 
t* 
i 
@ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
-_2_  . . . . . .  l 
: ! /  . -  -. 
i 
® , L . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "J 
Call Patterns 
FIGURE 4. The analyzer and its components. 
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TABLE 1. Abstraction of Representative Built-Ins 
Concrete Built-In Abstract Built-In Propositional Meaning 
X> Y iff(true, X ,Y )  
X is Y iff(true, X ,Y )  
integer( X ) iff( X ) 
compound(X) true 
arg(X,V,Z)  i f f (X ) , i f f (Y , _ ,Z)  
XAY  
XAY 
X 
tr'ue 
XA Y~Z)  
meaning of which is logically equivalent to the proposition X ,~ (X 1/x --. /x An). In 
particular, the predicate i f f (X)  is logically equivalent to X = true. The abstract 
program includes definitions for all of those i f f /n predicates introduced by the 
abstraction. 
In a similar fashion, Prolog built-in predicates are abstracted. Arithmetic 
comparisons are straightforward because they require all arguments o be ground. 
Hence, X > Y is translated to iff(true, X, Y )  which is logically equivalent to X/x Y. 
Similarly, in an arithmetic assignment X is T, both X and T are ground in any 
successful answer. 
The transformation f representative (Prolog) built-ins is summarized in Table 1 
where X, Y, and Z are distinct variables and t is a term with vars(t) = {X 1 .... , Xn}. 
The built-in predicate compound(X) is abstracted to the Prolog built-in true 
which, for our purposes, is also viewed as the propositional formula true providing 
no information about X. This is justified by the fact that this predicate may 
succeed for any possibly nonground compound term. The same holds for the 
predicate var(X) which is also abstracted to true. The built-in arg(X ,Y ,Z)  
specifies that Z is the Xth argument of term Y. Hence, arg(X, Y, Z)  is character- 
ized by the propositional formula X/x (Y~ Z) because X must be ground (an 
integer), and if Y is ground, then so is its Xth argument Z. Figure 5 illustrates the 
transformation f a Prolog program defining the quick-sort relation. The predicates 
ill~l, i f f /2, i f f /3 are given in Figure 1. 
Negation by failure is treated by means of program transformation. Consider the 
standard efinition of negation by failure by means of the following meta-program: 
\+(G)  ~ call(G), !, fail. 
\+(  G) ~ true. 
The meta-program induces a transformation which can be formalized by unfolding 
the negated calls with respect o this standard meta-program. For example, aclause 
of the form 
a ~b, \+(c ) ,d  
is transformed into the pair of clauses 
a ~b,c , fa i l .  
a* -b ,d .  
In terms of success and call patterns, this has the desired effect. The first clause 
does not influence the program's success et because of the fail goal which has no 
solutions. It does influence the call patterns as expected because c is called after b 
as in the computation i volving \+(c). The second clause does influence the 
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qsort(Xl,X2) ~- 
13 = [], 
qsort(X1,X2,X3) 
par~ition(XI,X2,X3,X4) ~- 
Xl = [], 
X3 = 0, 
X4 = 0 .  
par~ition(Xl,X2,X3,X4) ~- 
Xl = [XS I X6], 
I3 = [I8 I X7], 
IS <= X2, 
par~ition(X6,X2,X7,X4). 
par~ition(Xl,X2,X3,X4) ~- 
x l  = [xs  I xe ] ,  
x4 = [xs I IT], 
X6 > 12, 
par~ition(X6,X2,X3,X7). 
qsor~(Xl,X2,X3) ~- 
Xl = [], 
X3 = X2. 
qsor~(XI,X2,X3) ~- 
x l  = Ix4 I xs] ,  
par~ition(XS,X4,X6,X7), 
qsort(I6,Z2,X8), 
xs  = Ix4  1 xg] ,  
qsor t (XT , I9 , I3 ) .  
F IGURE5.  Quick-sort and its abstraction. 
qsor l ; (X l , I2 )  ,-- 
qsor t (X l ,X2 ,X3) .  
par t i¢ ion(X l .X2 ,X3 ,X4)  4-- 
i f f  (I3), 
i~(x4). 
par~ition(Xl,X2,X3,I4) ,-- 
i l l ( I t , IS ,X6) ,  
i f f ( I3 , I6 , I7 ) ,  
i f f(~rue,16,I2),  
partition(X6,I2,IT,X4). 
partition(Xl,X2,X3,X4) ~- 
iff(Xl,XS,X6), 
iff(X4,XS,X7), 
iff(true,X6,X2), 
partition(16,12,13,XT). 
qsort(XI,X2,X3) ~- 
i f f ( l l ) ,  
iff(X3,I2). 
qsort(Xl,X2,X3) ~- 
iff(Xl,X4,X8), 
partition(X6,X4,X6,X7), 
qsor~(X6,X2,XS), 
i f f (XB,X4,X9) ,  
qsor t (X7 .19 ,X3) .  
success set, and d receives bindings from b but not from c, just as in the 
computation involving \+(c).  In our case, we view these clauses declaratively, 
ignoring the cut and other control-related intrinsic details. Hence, we obtain an 
upper approximation of the success and call patterns much the same as when a 
pure Prolog program is approximated by a corresponding logic program for the 
purposes of program analysis. In the following, we shall assume without loss of 
generality that programs do not contain negated calls. The formal justification of 
this assumption is based on the observation that unfolding negation by failure 
preserves both answers and call patterns for the other predicates. The proof 
appears in the Appendix. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a Prolog program with negation by failure and P' the 
corresponding logic program in which the negated goals have been unfolded as 
described above. Then, P and P' have the same answers and call patterns (for a 
definition which ignores cuts). 
We often write goals of the form p(true, X 2) as shorthand for iff(Xl), 
p(X1, X 2) which is the abstraction of any goal with a normal form X 1 = 
ground_ term, p( X1, X 2). 
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Approximating answers: The analysis to approximate answer substitutions i
illustrated in the upper half of Figure 4. A Prolog program P is first abstracted toa 
"prop"-ositional logic program P# and a bottom-up evaluation is applied to derive 
the corresponding minimal model M(P#). The approximate answers for a goal 
pattern G # are obtained by solving G ~ into M(P~). The analysis is formalized by 
the following theorem, the justification of which is provided in the Appendix. 
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a logic program, G an initial goal, and let P~, G ~ be the 
corresponding "prop"-ositional logic program and goal. Let X be a variable in G. If 
all answers of G # with M( P #) bind X to true, then X is ground in any answer of G 
with P. 
Consider, for example, the naive-reverse program P in Figure 1 and the minimal 
model M(P #) depicted in Figure 2. The "prop"-ositional goal G # = reverse(true, Y) 
is the abstraction of any goal of the form G = reverse(list, Y) where list is ground. 
The single answer of G ~ with M(P #) binds Y to true, indicating that any answer 
of G with P binds Y to a ground term. 
Approximating calls: The analysis to approximate call patterns is illustrated in 
the lower half of Figure 4. Instead of applying bottom-up evaluation to a magic 
program in the standard way, we take a compositional pproach which has the 
advantage that the main part of the analysis becomes goal independent. Conse- 
quently, the call patterns for arbitrary initial goals are derived very quickly. 
Moreover, the complexity of analyses i reduced as we apply bottom-up evaluation 
to smaller program modules. The effect is similar to that obtained using "con- 
densing" as suggested by Jacobs and Langen in [25]. It is also related to the work 
described in [20] which describes a goal-independent analysis for call patterns 
based on the abstraction of the semantic haracterization described in [21]. We 
illustrate this type of analysis with an example. 
Consider again the naive-reverse program P and its "prop"-ositional counter- 
part P# from Figure 1. Recall the definition of the magic-set transformation 
magic( P# ; G #) = P# U P~ U G~ 
for any initial call pattern G #. The Pff component for naive-reverse is illustrated in 
Figure 6. The module P~ is an open program. The predicates reverse~2 and 
append~3 are defined in the module P# and the predicates query reverse/2 and 
query_append~3 are only partially defined. Their full definitions depend on the 
clauses in the module G~ which are determined by the specific initial call pattern. 
query-reverse(Xsl,Ysl) .-- 
query-reverse(Xs,Ys), 
i f f (Xs ,X ,Xs l ) .  
query .appond(Ys l ,A ,Ys )  ,-- 
query-reverse(Xs,Y8), 
iff(Xs,X,Xsl), 
reverse( l s l ,Ys l ) ,  
if~(A,x). 
F IGURE6.  The goal- independent P~ for naive-~ve~e. 
query.append(Xsl,Ys,Zsl) 4-- 
query -append( l s ,Ys ,Zs ) ,  
iff(ls,X,lsl), 
iff(Zs,X,Zsl). 
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query-reverse(_,_)  ~- query_reverse( fa lse ,_ ) .  
query_append(~rue,~rue,Ys) ~- query_reverse(~rue,Ys) .  
query_append(_,fa2se,Ys) *- query_reverse(~alse ,Ys) .  
query-append(false,_,Ys) ~- query - reverse( fa l se ,Ys ) .  
quory_append(_,Ys,_) ~- query-append(:~alse,Ys, fa lse) .  
FIGURE 7. The goal-independent M~(Pff) for naive-reverse. 
We cannot apply standard bottom-up evaluation to Pff without providing the 
clauses in the other modules. However, we can partially evaluate Pff by unfolding 
the clause bodies with the facts in M(P#). The result is a set of binary clauses of 
the form query_b ~query_h which we denote M~(Pf)  (1~ denotes that the 
program is open and that its model is only partially evaluated). Figure 7 illustrates 
the goal-independent partially evaluated clauses for naive-reverse. The result is 
similar to applying the compositional bottom-up semantics for logic programs 
defined in [3, 4]. However, there is a technical difference: we choose not to further 
unfold the clauses in Ma(P ~) with each other (i.e., until a fixed point is reached). 
For example, the first clause in Figure 7 can be used to unfold the second clause 
obtaining the additional binary clause 
query_append (true,  t rue ,  Ys) ~- query_reverse  ( fa lse ,  _ )  . 
Such unfolding potentially introduces exponentially many additional binary clauses. 3 
Our experimental results indicate that it is far more efficient o perform this extra 
unfolding when the goal-dependent module G~ is considered and standard 
bottom-up evaluation can be applied. Table 2 (below) indicates that the cost of the 
additional unfolding at this time is marginal. The essential point is to observe that 
Ma(P ~) constitutes a concise goal-independent representation f the call patterns 
for arbitrary initial goals. For example, if G ~ = reverse(true, _), describing a call to 
reverse/2 with a ground first argument, then G~ = query_reverse(true, _) and 
M( P ~ U P~ U G; ) = M( M,,( P~) U G; ) 
= {query_reverse  (true, _)  , 
query_append (true,  t rue ,  _ ) }. 
Theorem 4.3, the justification of which is provided in the Appendix, then enables 
us to derive the modes 
{reverse(g ,  ?) , append(g ,  g, ?) }. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (P; G) and (P~; G ~) be corresponding logic and "prop"-ositional 
logic programs and initial goals. Let p /n  be a predicate in P and 1 < i < n. If 
t i = trueforevery atom of the form query_p(t 1.....  t i . . . . .  t n) in M(magic(P#; G#)), 
then the ith argument of any call to p /n  in a computation of G with P is ground. 
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
Our implementation of the functionality visualized by Figure 4 is based on a series 
of source-to-source program transformations. The main components of the system 
3For the naive-reverse example inFigure 7, we obtain 15 clauses instead of 5; for peep (see Table 3 
below), we obtain 1964 clauses instead of 229. 
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are the upper part, which computes from a Prolog program P its abstract 
semantics M(P~), and the lower part, which computes from P and M(P ~) the set 
of binary clauses Mn(P~). The abstracting transformation and our version of the 
magic set transformation are described in Sections 4 and 3, respectively. This 
section describes the remaining three subcomponents: (a) the evaluation of the 
minimal model M(P ~) for a given abstract program P~; (b) the partial evaluation 
of the clauses in the magic module P~ with respect o M(P ~) obtaining Mu(Pfl); 
and (c) the further evaluation of Mn(P ~)  when a specific module G~ is provided. 
We close this section with an experimental evaluation of our analysis. 
Evaluation of M(P#): The technique described here is general and can be 
applied to evaluate the minimal model of any program P (which has a finite 
minimal model). In particular, we apply this technique to our abstract logic 
programs. The minimal model of a program P is evaluated by repeated application 
of the following nonground immediate consequence operator, starting from the 
empty set, until no new atoms are derived. 
I h~b l  ,bn~P,  
TeV ( I ) = ~hO al . . . . .  a n are renamed variants from I, 
" IO=mg. (<b l  . . . . .  bn>,<a, . . . . .  an>) 
An iteration evaluating TeV(I) must consider the unification of all tuples (a 1 . . . . .  a n ) 
of atoms in I with the body of (each) clause h ~-b 1 . . . . .  b n ~ P. The basic idea 
underlying our implementation is that the facts in I are maintained in the Prolog 
database, and new instances of the head h can be added by "solving" the body in 
the set of facts I and asserting the corresponding instance of the head. 
Our implementation is based on the program transformation i duced by the 
simple interpreter given in Figure 3. This interpreter in itself provides a working 
implementation. However, by using the induced transformation, evaluation is, on 
the average, one order of magnitude faster. In our approach, the program P is 
transformed to a new program P'  which, when executed, leaves the minimal model 
of P in the Prolog database. The transformation is as follows: 
Apart from the clauses defining the predicates iterate tp/O, condassert/1 and 
in database/1 from Figure 3, for each clause h(D ~ body in P, the transformed 
program P' includes a clause of the form 
tp ~ body, cond_assert( h -t ) ), fail. 
The query, ?- iterate_tp, if convergent, computes the nonground minimal 
model of P. Indeed, the predicate tp  corresponds to the T ff operator and the 
execution of i~erate_  tp  results in repeated applications of this operator. If P is 
a Datalog program, the execution is guaranteed to terminate. 
As an optimization, we have replaced the variance check in Figure 3 by a 
subsumption check in our implementation. We still take advantage of a concise 
nonground representation. On the other hand, we do not maintain the s-semantics. 
This optimization provides a twofold speed-up with respect o both the standard 
ground semantics as well as with respect to the nonground s-semantics. It is 
straightforward to redefine the predicate cond_asser t  / 1 so as to obtain any of 
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these alternative versions of the semantics. Also, as an optimization, the call to 
cond_asser t  can be specialized since its argument is partially known. This 
provides for an additional 10% speed-up in the implementation. 
In addition, we have experimented with two of the main optimizations described 
in the literature. These are the following. 
l. Semi-naive evaluation (see, for example, [35, ch. 3]) which restricts the 
number of tuples a I . . . . .  a n from I which need be considered for a clause 
h ¢--- b 1 . . . . .  b n in an iteration evaluating TI,(I). The restriction imposed is that 
each tuple must contain at least one "new" atom (derived in the last 
iteration). 
We have experimented with this classic optimization; however, it does not 
prove beneficial due to the fact that we consider a very small underlying 
Herbrand universe. The overhead involved in distinguishing between "new" 
and "old" atoms does not pay off in our case. 
2. Evaluation following strongly connected components (see, for example, [22, 
33]) where a topological sort of the strongly connected components in the 
program's call graph is applied to impose a preferred order on the bottom- 
up evaluation. This optimization drastically improves the efficiency of our 
system. 
A directed graph G = ( V, E > is said to be strongly connected if every vertex 
in V is reachable from every other vertex in V. Given a directed graph G, a 
subgraph G' of G is said to be a strongly connected component of G if G' is a 
maximal subgraph in G that is strongly connected. The dependency graph of 
program P is the directed graph (V, E> where V is the set of predicates of P 
and (p, q) ~ E if and only if a call to p occurs in the body of a clause for q. 
The strongly connected components, ( P~ . . . . .  Pn >, of P are viewed as sets of 
clauses o that P = UT: 1 P~- Moreover, we assume that these components are 
topologically sorted so that if predicate p has a definition in P~, then p is not 
called from Pj, j < i. 
As before, we transform a program P into a program P'  such that 
execution of P '  leaves the minimal model of P in the Prolog database. The 
program transformation described above is enhanced to ensure that the 
minimal model of P is evaluated component by component. For each clause 
h(~) ~ body  in Pi, the transformed program P '  is defined to include a clause 
of the form 
tpi ~-- body, cond_assert ( h (}) ), fail. 
For every i, P '  contains the clauses 
iterate_tpi ~ tpi, fail. 
iterate_tpi 
database_changed, retractall ( database_changed ) , 
iterate_tpi. 
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Finally, there is an overall driver defined by 
iterate_tp ~ iterate_tp l .
iterate_tp ~ iterate_tp2. 
iterate_tp ~ iterate_tpn. 
This optimization provides a speed-up of several orders of magnitude for 
large programs in which the call graph typically has several layers of strongly 
connected components. In fact, without his optimization, the analysis of the 
larger benchmarks we have experimented with is not practically feasible. The 
full implementation f this component is about 300 lines of Prolog code--in- 
cluding the dependency analysis. 
Partial evaluation of Ma(P~): The module Pff introduced by the magic-set 
transformation described in Section 3 contains clauses of the form 
query-Pi(-ti ) ~ query-h(-to ), Pl( }, ) .... , Pi- l(ti-1 ). 
Once M(P #) is computed, a clause of this form can be partially evaluated by 
solving that part of its body which is defined in M(P #) directly in M(P#). This 
results in a set of binary clauses of the form 
query_pi (-t~ ) ~- query_h (-t' o). 
The resulting program is denoted Ma(P~). Our experiments indicate that it is 
beneficial to eliminate identical clauses introduced by this stage. 
Evaluation of M(Mn(Pf)0 G~): This is the goal-dependent stage. Given a 
partially evaluated module together with a description of its undefined predicates, 
the remaining evaluation can be performed. The evaluation of M(Mn(Pf)  0 G~) 
can be performed in the same manner as any other program (see above). However, 
the particular binary form of the clauses suggests a simple and more efficient 
approach which is also based on transforming the given (binary) program to a new 
program P'. 
1. For each predicate p/n  in Mn(P~), we add to P' a clause of the form 
tp_p( ~) *-- in_database(p(~)) ~ !, fail; assert( p(Yc)), fail. 
2. For each clause of the form P01) ~ q02) in Mn(Pff), we add to P' a clause 
of the form 
tp_q(-t2 ) ~-- tp_p(-tl ). 
Execution of the query G # will now leave the desired result in the Prolog 
database. This part of the implementation is about 200 lines of straightforward 
Prolog code. 
We use the benchmark programs proposed by Le Charlier et al., a description of 
which can be found in [27]. The programs range in size from two clauses with five 
variables (occurrences) to 227 clauses with 869 variables. Table 2 summarizes the 
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TABLE 2. Time Efficiency of the Analyses 
Goal Indep. Goal Dep. Full Analysis 
Program trans M(P # ) M(pff) Answ. Calls Comp. Noncomp. 
append 0.24 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.30 1.20 
qsort 0.33 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.01 0.47 0.66 
queens 0.57 0.04 0.22 0.00 0.01 0.84 1.00 
pg 0.85 0.07 0.42 0.00 0.03 1.37 1.78 
plan 1.18 0.08 0.64 0.00 0.03 1.93 2.62 
gabriel 1.68 0.15 0.87 0.00 0.09 2.79 3.83 
disj 2.38 0.45 5.39 0.00 0.05 8.27 6.18 
cs 2.81 0.64 5.47 0.00 0.10 9.02 6.83 
kalah 3.64 0.43 2.65 0.00 0.11 6.83 8.92 
press 4.60 0.65 3.45 0.00 0.37 9.07 11.33 
read 4.43 0.52 2.99 0.00 0.19 8.13 13.15 
peep 4.56 0.77 3.10 0.00 0.07 8.50 8.08 
analysis times (in seconds, results on a SPARC station l). The cost of normalizing 
and abstracting the source Prolog programs is indicated in the column "trans". 
This includes the dependency analysis (about 10% of the total transformation time) 
and the time it takes ProLog by BIM to compile the transformed "prop"-ositional 
logic program (about 50%). The next two columns indicate the cost of computing 
M(P #) and M~(Pff) which constitute the goal-independent phase of the analysis. 
The next two columns give the cost of the goal-dependent phase. Approximating 
answers is basically free. For call patterns, there is some amount of evaluation on 
M~(P~) u G ff. However, the experiments indicate that this is quite limited. The 
last two columns indicate the total cost of the analysis for a single initial goal. 
The first of these columns indicates the cost using a compositional pproach. The 
second gives for comparison the cost in a noncompositional pproach. Note that 
for most of the benchmarks, a compositional pproach reduces the cost. Moreover, 
note that in a compositional pproach, the cost of the analysis for all subsequent 
initial goals is negligible. 
By keeping the implementation completely in Prolog, we have arrived at a much 
smaller system than the 6000 lines of C code mentioned in [27]. By adopting a 
transformational pproach; we can easily adapt the system to other types of 
analysis provided these are defined in terms of program abstractions. As an 
example, a polymorphic type analysis has recently been described in [9]. In 
addition, the timings for approximating answers are comparable with those ob- 
tained by the Toupie system described in [13]. The total results compare reasonably 
with the top-down analysis described in [27] which is faster on most of the 
benchmarks. However, our approach is faster if call patterns for several initial goal 
patterns are required. This is due to the fact that once the goal-independent 
phase has been performed, the additional effort for specific initial call patterns 
is negligible. Moreover, for the specific case of analyses based on Prop, goal- 
independent analysis does not incur any loss of precision as the domain is 
condensing [25]. 
Table 3 provides details concerning the size of the structures created by the 
analyses and their accuracy. It is interesting to note that the size of the objects 
created is quite reasonable in spite of the fact that disjunctive normal forms are 
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TABLE 3. Space Efficiency and Accuracy of the Analyses 
M(P # ) M(P~) 
Program Facts Max Clauses 
Modes 
Modes Args 
append 3 8 4 1 3 
qsort 6 28 12 4 9 
queens 11 26 25 7 11 
pg 16 120 41 20 31 
plan 36 100 80 20 32 
gabriel 43 218 102 17 56 
di~ 59 170 276 38 58 
cs 93 1394 294 56 92 
kalah 109 1118 238 78 122 
press 146 458 317 14 135 
read 97 581 272 32 116 
peep 105 380 229 34 63 
not the most efficient way to represent propositional formulae. The second column 
indicates the number of facts in M(P#).  4 The third column gives the maximal 
number of facts for each program. The fourth column gives the number of clauses 
in Ma(Pff). While it is difficult to quantify the accuracy of the goal-independent 
analysis (e.g., for append( x, y, z), we get x A (y ~ z)), we count the number of 
useful modes derived by the goal-dependent phase for given call patterns using the 
magic-set ransformation. The last two columns in Table 3 give the number of 
modes derived (for standard initial goals) and the total number of arguments for 
each program. Interestingly enough, we derive basically the same s number of 
modes as in the top-down goal-dependent analysis described in [27]. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have illustrated how program abstraction can be applied to analyze complex 
properties of programs and obtain useful approximations of program behavior. 
Although equivalent o the Prop analyses proposed in [23] and [12], the contribu- 
tion of this paper can be measured by the ease in which we obtain a highly efficient 
implementation. This is due to the fact that analyses involve only standard 
operations such as concrete unification which are readily available and highly 
optimized in existing systems. The basic idea developed in this paper is similar to 
and, in fact, inspired by that presented in [13]. The main difference is that we apply 
a transformation i to Datalog instead of into the language Toupie. This simplifies 
the implementation of analyses as well as their justification. In addition, we apply a 
novel technique so that call patterns for arbitrary initial goals are evaluated in an 
efficient way. This approach is easily generalized for analyses which are defined in 
terms of abstract interpretation by applying the approach described in [7]. We 
focus on groundness analysis; however, the same approach applies directly for 
other types of analyses involving program properties which can be expressed as 
4Recall that nonground atoms are sometimes included to achieve amore concise representation. 
SThe small differences are due to the fact that some of the predicates defined in the benchmarks of 
[27] are predefined built-ins in ProLog by BIM. 
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It is well known that the nonground success set of any ("prop"-ositional) logic 
program P is equal to its nonground minimal model. 
Theorem A.1. [19]. For any logic program P, SS( P) = lfp(TeV ). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is facilitated by introducing the following "lifted" 
transition relation for "prop"-ositional logic programs. 
Definition A.3. lifted transition system semantics. The lifted transition relation for 
a "prop"-ositional logic program P# is the smallest relation ~p,  on State~ = 
Atom* × 2 sub.~ such that s =t,# s' if 
1. s = (p(ff): :  goals; _=); s'  = (p(body)  :: goals; =~); p(y) ~ body <<~ P and p = 
2. s = (iff(-t):: goals; _=); s'  = (goals; =_/x ~_'); and ~=' = {mgu(-t, g)liff(g) ~ P#}. 
The nonground "prop"-ositional success et of P~ is defined as 
SS'( P ~) = {p( £)~[( p( Yc); { e} ) =*p, (true, E) ,  ~ E}. 
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of Definitions 2 and 3. 
Lemma A.1. For any "prop"-ositional logic program P, SS( P ) = SS'(P). 
Our motivation for introducing sets of substitutions i related to the fact that we 
would like a transition involving a "prop"-ositional predicate of the form 
iff(X, X 1 ... .  , X, )  to mimic a transition involving a built-in of the form X = t with 
vars(t) = {Xp. . . ,  X,}. Since the intended meaning of i ff/n + 1 is specified in terms 
of a set of ground facts, the concrete transition is mimicked by a transition which 
considers a set of clauses for such predicates. 
The semantics of a logic program and corresponding "prop"-ositional logic 
program are related by introducing an approximation relation ot ~ State~ × State. 
Definition A. 4. (G#,E)  cx (G, 0) iff G # is the abstraction of G and 0E y(E). 
Theorem A.2. Let P. and P# be corresponding logic and "prop"-ositional ogic 
programs, and let t~State~, s,s' ~State such that tots. I f  s~ s', then 3t'. 
(t =~e* t') A (t' ots'). 
PROOF. Assume the premise of the theorem, let s = (g :: goal; 0 ), and let s ~¢ s'. 
There are three cases to consider: (1) g is of the form p(ff), (2) g is of the form 
x = term, and (3) g is a Prolog built-in. Case (1) is straightforward as in both 
semantics a renaming is applied to the clause body. Consider case (2): 
By Definition 2, s'  = (goal; 0') and 0' = mgu(O u {x = term}). From Definition 
4, t is of the form (iff(Yc)::goal#;'~), where goal # is the abstraction of goal, 
Y, = (x, X l , . . . ,  x , ) ,  vars(term) = {x I . . . . .  x,}, and 0 e y(_=). Let _=' = 
{mgu(Yc, g)[iff(g) ~ P#}. By Definition 3, t ~e ,  t '  where t'  = (goal#; _=/x =_'). Since 
goal ~ is the abstraction of goal, it is sufficient to prove that 0 '~ y( prop~ ^  =.,), 
implying that t '  cts' .  Let ~0 =x ~ (x a A ... Ax,).  By correctness of abstract unifi- 
cation on Prop (see, for example, [10, Lemma 5.14]), 0 ~ y(prop=) implies that 
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O' ~ 7(prop= A q~). The theorem follows because (prop= A q~) and prop= ~ =-, are 
logically equivalent. To see this, observe that by definition 
prop==. A~_' = V pr°pt ~1 = V ( prop~ A propt ~,~). 
UcE'  
Case (3) for Prolog built-ins is similar. [] 
An immediate consequence of Theorem A.2 is the following: 
Corollary A.1. Let P and P# be corresponding and "prop"-ositional logic programs. 
Then SS( P) c_ ~(SS'(Pg)). 
PROOV. Let p ~ SS(P). By Definition 2, p is of the form p(Y~)O and (p(~); e) ~ 
(true; 0). Since (p(2); {e}) cc (p(2); E), so by finite induction using Theorem A.2, 
(p(.~); {e}) ~,~ (true; ~)  and 0 ~ 7(prop=). Let ~ '  = {s c[p(~:)~:~ SS'(P~)}. Then 
by Definition 3, ~ _c ~' ,  which implies that 0 ~ 3/(prop-_,), giving by Definition 1 
that p(Yc)Oa ~(SS'(Pg)). [] 
Theorem 4.2 now follows as SS( P) c ~(SS'( P#)) -- ~(SS( P#)) = ~/(lfp(TV, )). It 
is interesting to note that taking the ground instances of the nonground minimal 
model does not introduce imprecision as for any set of "prop"-ositional toms P, 
~(P)  = ~,(P') where P'  is the set of all ground instances of the elements in P. 
Theorem 4.3 follows from the correctness of the magic-set transformation (see, for 
example, [6]) and by observing that magic#(P; G) = magic(P*; G#). 
Before proving Theorem 4.1, we note that the fact that unfolding preserves 
answer substitutions i by now well known (see [28]), and hence our proof focuses 
on the preservation of call patterns. 
Theorem A.3. Let P be a program, c o = h ~ pre :: p(D :: post a clause in P contain- 
ing a distinguished occurrence p(-t) of a call to p /n .  Assume that c i =p(~) ~b i  
(i = 1 . . .m)  are (renamings of) the clauses defining the predicate p /n  in 
P and let c~ = h ~pre  :: bgO :: bi 0 :: post where 0 = mgu(p(Yc), p(-t)). We denote 
by P' = (( P \  {c}) U {c' 1 . . . . .  c~,} the program in which the distinguished occurrence 
of p(-t ) in c o has been unfolded. Assume without loss of generality that c i and c o are 
renamed apart (i = 1...  m). Then, for any goal G, the programs P and P' give rise 
to the same call patterns (excluding the calls to the predicate p/n  itself). 
By call patterns, we refer to the set of atoms that are chosen in the derivations 
of the initial goal assuming a left-to-right selection rule. The statement of Theorem 
A.3 contains everal subtle points worth mentioning: First, that P' is obtained by 
unfolding a single occurrence of p(D. Second, that because Cg is normalized, the 
unfolding affects only bi in the body of c'g (i = 1... m). Finally, as a left-to-right 
selection rule is assumed, the pairs of resolution steps involving the clause c o 
(introducing an occurrence of p(D) and a corresponding subsequent ci (reducing 
that occurrence) can be matched up in a nested fashion. The proof of Theorem A.3 
is technical and contains no surprises. 
PROOF. (sketch). We show that there is a derivation .~ = (G; e) ~ (a 1 . . . . .  ak; X) 
! ! . for G with P if and only there is a derivation .~' -- (G; e) ~ ,  (a I . . . .  ,ak, X') 
such that alg and a'~x' are renamed variants. 
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(~)  Let 2 = (G)  ~,  (a  1 . . . . .  a , )  be a derivation for G with P. We prove the 
existence of the required derivation 2 '  for G in P '  with a~ and a' 1 renamed 
variants. The proof is by induction on the number of applications l of clause c o in 
2 .  The induction base (l = O) is trivial because, in this case, we can take 2 '  =.~. 
For the induction step, we assume the theorem for all derivations which apply less 
than l times the clause c o and distinguish three cases depending on the structure 
of 2 .  
Case 1 :2  has the following form: 
c[) 
(G;  e) ~ ... ~ (p re : :p ( - t ) : :pos t . . . ;  q~) ~ ... 
c i  
(p ( t )  :: post . . .  ; q~qJ) --* ( bi :: post . . .  ; q~tpl~ ) 
where the steps denoted ~0 and ~c, are the first application of the clause c o 
and a matching reduction with a clause defining p/n .  
In this case, the correctness of unfolding for answer substitutions implies that 
the goal (pre)~ also has an answer ~0 in P '  and we can construct a derivation .~'  
c~ 
(G;  e) -~ .-. -~ (p re : :b iO : :  pos t . . .  ; q~) -~ ... -~ (biO::  pos t . . . ;  q~) .  
The proof follows after showing that biO~@ and biq~@s c are renamed variants. 
Observe that this case does not rely on the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2 :2  has the following form: 
C 0 C i 
(G ;E)~ "" -~ " .  ~ S ~ "" --* (a  1 . . . . .  ak; X )  
where the steps denoted ~c0 and ___,c, are the first application of the clause c o 
and a matching reduction with a clause defining p/n .  By Case 1, the state S also 
can be derived in P ' .  Now, the inductive hypothesis applies to the derivation from 
S to (a 1 . . . . .  ak; X) which contains at least one less application of the clause c 0. 
Case 3 :2  has the following form: 
c o 
(G;  e) ~ --- ~ (p re : :p ( - t ) : :pos t . . . ;  q~) ~ ... 
(al  ... a s :: p ( t )  :: post . . .  ; ~o@) 
where ~c0 denotes the first application of the clause Co; however, the matching 
reduction with a clause defining p/n  does not occur in the derivation (because 
p(D remains in the resolvant). In this case, we may consider the state S = (pre;  ~o) 
which can be obtained in P '  using the clause c' 1. The derivation from S to 
(a 1 . . . . .  as;~0@) in P contains one less application of c 0, and hence by the 
induction hypothesis has a corresponding derivation in P ' .  
(=)  This direction is easier as each application of a clause c' i in 2 '  can be 
directly mimicked by the application of c o followed by c i in 2 .  [] 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 now follows by observing that the definition of 
negation is nonrecursive, and hence repeated application of "single occurrence" 
unfolding steps can eliminate all calls to " \+  ." We should also note that " \+"  is a 
meta-predicate and that cal l (G)  occurs in its definition. However, this does not 
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affect our proofs which are easily adapted to consider reductions of the form 
(call(G) :: goal; ~p) -~ (G :: goal; q~). 
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